Meaning(s), Synonyms, Related Words, Analogy

Antonym(s)

amass

v. [to gather or collect] accumulate; gather; garner; hoard;
collect; compile

dissipate; separate

ambience ®

n. [a particular environment or its atmosphere] milieu

Word

Related Words:
miasma : n. an unhealthy atmosphere
(miasma is a type of ambience)
ambiguous ®

adj. [having two or more possible meanings] equivocal;
elliptical

clear

Analogy:
ambiguous : understand :: blatant : ignore
ambiguous : clarity :: mendacious : truth
equivocation : ambiguous :: oxymoron : incongruous
ambivalence ®

v. [simultaneous mixed feelings, as love and hate] vacillation;

ameliorate ®

v. [to make or get better] improve; amend

exacerbate; aggravate

Analogy: ameliorate : improve :: admonish : caution
amicable

adj. [characterized by friendship and good will] genial; friendly;
peaceable

amnesty

n. [a pardon, esp. for political offences against a government]
pardon; reprieve; clemency

amok

adv. [wildly; without self-control and behaving violently] berserk;
frenziedly

amphitheatre

n. [a round or oval stadium with tiers of seats] coliseum; arena

ample

1.
2.

amplify

1.
2.

amulet

adj. [enough or more than enough] abundant; adequate;
plentiful; sufficient
adj. [large in size, extent, etc.] spacious; capacious; roomy;
extensive
v. [to make larger; greater, or stronger] magnify; augment;
expand
v. [to increase the volume of]

n. [a piece of jewellery worn as it is thought to be a protection
against evil] charm; talisman
Analogy: amulet : evil :: helmet : injury

anachronism ®

n. [anything that is or seems to be out of its proper time in
history] misdate

analgesic

adj. [capable of relieving pain] anodyne; anaesthetic
Analogy:
analgesic : pain :: anaesthetic : sensation
analgesic :: deaden :: tonic : invigorate

analogous ®

adj. [similar or comparable in some respects, but dissimilar in
some other respects] correspondent
Related Words:
homologous: adj. similar in most respects

anarchy ®

n. [disorder or absence of government] lawlessness; turmoil;
chaos; political nihilism
Related Words:
nihilism: n. theory which advocates destruction of existing
social, political and economic institutions

ancestry

inimical; hostile; unfriendly

n. [family origin or descent; line of descent] lineage; genealogy;
heritage; parentage; pedigree

1.

decrease; simplify

2.

mute

